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With a long history working with file server migration, the founding team behind migRaven was
all too familiar with the challenges behind authorization and access control migration within
network administration. With numerous pain points in allocating access rights to new structures,
along with applying Microsoft guidelines, administrators require an ample amount of time to
reassign authorized access to each individual within a company.

Neo4j Graph Database

Success with Neo4j

RESULT

migRaven was created with Neo4j as the backend, to store access rights, directory and account
data to scan, map and process access rights dependencies. Storing this data in a graph
database allows these processes to be reorganized quickly and efficiently. Neo4j offers an easy
way to handle complicated, elaborate rights allocation, and restructuration tasks are diminished
as Neo4j provides an easy overview, analysis and application to access right management.

Faster and powerful data in
Neo4j towards access rights
management offerings

Existing expensive access right management solutions based on relational database engines
have difficulty in processing big data and analyzing large networks. An access right’s query in
relational database has to follow all the paths among the tables, as a simple match command
in the graph database shows you immediately the account relationships (its nodes and edges).
Saving and requesting the data in Neo4j allows migRaven to be much faster and powerful
towards other access rights management offerings. This Portal required management of huge
quantities of information including 4 million candidates resulting in 26098726 nodes, 12 million
job experiences resulting in 171882297 properties, and 18 million skills with 23 relationship
types.

“We developed within
5 months the concept
and the first beta for
migRaven”
– Thomas Gomell,
CEO, migRaven

Neo Technology is the creator of Neo4j, the world’s leading graph database that brings data relationships to the
fore. From companies offering personalized product and service recommendations; to websites adding social
capabilities; to telcos diagnosing network issues; to enterprises reimagining master data, identity, and access models;
organizations adopt graph databases to model, store and query both data and its relationships. Large enterprises
like Walmart, eBay, UBS, Nomura, Cisco, HP, and Telenor, as well as startups like CrunchBase, Medium, Polyvore, and
Zephyr Health use Neo4j to unlock business value from data relationships.
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